Patients with prolonged mechanical ventilation have a high one year mortality, with recognized contributing factors including COPD, cardiac failure, renal failure, and respiratory muscle weakness. 1 The study by Diaz-Abad et al 2 shows that obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is very common among selected obese patients who have weaned from prolonged mechanical ventilation. The study raises as many questions as it answers. Did OSA significantly contribute to the need for prolonged mechanical ventilation? Is OSA common among non-obese patients with prolonged mechanical ventilation? What is optimal evaluation for OSA among ventilator dependent and recently weaned patients? With OSA common among obese patients weaned from prolonged mechanical ventilation, could it have been diagnosed sooner? If CPAP or bi-level PAP had been started sooner, could the patients have come off mechanical ventilation sooner and been decannulated sooner?
SEE THE ORIGINAL STUDY ON PAGE 229
Rather than wait until a patient is entirely off mechanical ventilation to evaluate for OSA, why not evaluate as soon as the patient is ventilator-free throughout the day. Bedside studies such as overnight oximetry while the tracheostomy tube is capped can screen for OSA. Tracheostomy patients with suspected OSA on screening studies can then be managed with CPAP or bi-level PAP given via nasal or face mask while using a speaking valve. Using a speaking valve during PAP therapy allows easy inspiratory flow should the mask come off or if the PAP pressure is not high enough to eliminate obstruction on all breaths. Bedside limited channel sleep studies can be used instead of polysomnography to diagnose OSA and qualify patients for home CPAP, and bedside auto-CPAP or oximetry study on CPAP can help determine CPAP levels needed.
The study also raises issues of optimal tracheostomy tube management. They evaluated patients for decannulation with direct laryngoscopy. In our experience, tracheostomy tube manometry can guide whether a patient needs downsizing or is ready for speaking valve or capping, with laryngoscopy needed only for patients with elevated manometry after downsizing. 3 Leaving patients with open tracheostomy tubes at night can interfere with communication and secretion clearance. In our experience, for patients with good manometry capped, capping is well tolerated at night in patients without OSA (those with stable overnight oximetry capped) and speaking valve in most patients with OSA.
There are many opportunities to improve care for patients with OSA (whether known or unrecognized). Diagnosing and treating patients with OSA would likely prevent many cases of respiratory failure, and likely shorten the duration of mechanical ventilation.
Severe OSA increases the risk of stroke, heart attack, and mortality; treatment with CPAP effectively reduces that risk. 4 There is convincing evidence that the majority of stroke patients have OSA, 5 and that early treatment with CPAP improves recovery from stroke 6 and reduces length of hospitalization. 7 Could the same be true of patients with prolonged mechanical ventilation? Further studies are needed to assess the incidence of OSA among ventilator dependent patients, and to help determine whether early and optimal management for OSA improves outcome. 
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